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Abstract:

Evolutionary biology has become one of the imperative determinants explaining the origin of several viruses which were either identified decades
back  or  are  recognized  lately  using  metagenomic  approaches.  Several  notifiable  emerging  viruses  like  influenza,  Severe  Acute  Respiratory
Syndrome (SARS),  Middle East  Respiratory Syndrome (MERS),  Ebola,  Hendra,  Nipah and Zika viruses have become the leading causes of
epidemics and losses thereto in both human and animals. The sufferings are higher due to gastroenteritis causing viruses including Astrovirus,
Calicivirus, Enterovirus, Kobuvirus Picobirnavirus, Sapelovirus, Teschovirus, and many more. Notably, the majority of the emerging viruses
enclose RNA genome and these are more prone for insertions/mutation in their  genome, leading to evolving viral  variants.  Rapidity in viral
evolution becomes a big hitch in the development process of successful vaccines or antiviral. The prominent gastroenteric virus is rotavirus, which
is a double-stranded RNA virus with a segmented nature of genome enabling higher reassortment events and generates unusual strains with unique
genomic constellations derivative of parental rotavirus strains. Although most rotaviruses appear to be host restricted, the interspecies transmission
of rotaviruses has been well documented across the globe. The nocturnal bats have been accepted harbouring many pathogenic viruses and serving
as natural reservoirs. Indications are that bats can also harbour rotaviruses, and help in virus spread. The zooanthroponotic and anthropozoonotic
potential of rotaviruses has significant implications for rotavirus epidemiology. Hitherto reports confirm infection of humans through rotaviruses of
animal origin, exclusively via direct transmission or through gene reassortments between animal and human strain of rotaviruses. There is a need to
understand the ecology and evolutionary biology of emerging rotavirus strains to design effective control programs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The  present  world  is  witnessing  the  emergence  of  new
microbes where the evolution rate is much higher in viruses,
making them a target of substantial interest among virologists
and  public  health  specialists.  Applications  of  modern  bio-
techniques  in  deciphering  the  genomic  data  at  a  higher  pace
have added voluminous information on virus biology, although
there is quiet perceptive paucity on knowing the connotation of
virus  evolutions.  Ample  data  is  available  in  support  of  the
emergence  of  new  viruses  or  virus  strains  which  have
established  in  uncommon  host  species  or  exhibiting  species
jumping, making their survival in the bionetwork conceivable.
Several viral infections in humans have been tracked to have
animal-origin  and  conversely,  reverse-zoonosis  is  also  not
unusual  [1,  2].  Here,  the  evolution  in  Rotavirus  (RV)  is
addresses which has been recognized for leading gastroenteritis
globally. Although, specific vaccination strategy targeting the
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most  common  group  A  rotavirus  (RVA)  has  shown  great
success in minimizing the losses associated with the infection,
the menace of infection due to other evolving RVs can not be
obscured.

1.1. The Virus

Rotavirus infections are one of the leading causes of acute
gastroenteritis  in  humans  and  animals  throughout  the  world.
Disproportionately they infect mostly the younger population
in the developing countries, including Asian and sub-Saharan
African countries.  The virus  belongs  to  the  genus  Rotavirus,
family Reoviridae and contains 18.5kb dsRNA 11 segmented
genome  that  makes  the  virus  more  prone  to  point  mutations
and/or  genome  segment  reassortments.  Although,  this  virus
(RV)  was  shown  under  an  electron  microscope  in  1973,  by
Ruth Bishop and co-workers (1973) in Australia, Jacob Light
and  Horace  Hodes  detected  filterable  agents  in  the  faeces  of
children  suffering  with  diarrhea  during  1943.  Subsequently,
archived samples [Epizootic Diarrhea of Infant Mice (EDIM)
virus in  mice, Simian Agent 11 (SA11) in  vervet  monkey,
and bovine   rotavirus  in  diarrheic  stools  from  calves]  were
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Fig. (1). Timeline for the discovery of different serotypes of RVA: The image represents the year of the report for different rotavirus species staring
from rotavirus A to rotavirus J. The species A-H has been approved by ICTV and RCWG whereas species I and J are recently reported which needs
the endorsement of these two committees.

confirmed  to  be  RV  [3].  In  1974,  Thomas  Henry  Flewett
proposed the name “Rotavirus”, depicting its look as ‘Wheel’
shaped (Rota in Latin) [4]; and this was officially recognized
after 4 years by the International Committee on Taxonomy of
Viruses  (ICTV)  [5].  At  the  same  time,  similar  viruses  were
identified  in  several  other  animal  hosts  [6].  Diversity  in  RV
with the description of  serotypes was first  described in 1980
[7], and subsequently, the virus was successfully grown in the
monkey kidneys derived cells after trypsin treatment [8].

1.2. Virus Classification

Based on the serological reactivity and genetic variability
of  group-specific  antigen  VP6,  RVs  are  differentiated  into  8
groups/ species/ types, designated as RVA-RVH (Rotavirus A,
Rotavirus B…H, etc.)  and lately,  RVs identified in sheltered
dogs  and  bats  in  Hungary  and  Serbia  are  proposed  as  new
species (RVI and RVJ), although confirmation by the ICTV is
pending [9,  10].  Since the first  discovery of RVA in 1973, a
discovery timeline of other RVs has been depicted in Fig. (1).
The  first  three  groups,  RVA,  RVB  and  RVC,  are  more
common  pathogens  of  humans  and  various  animal  species.
While, RVE has been reported only from pigs, and RVD, RVF
and RVG are entirely found in birds [11].

As  of  now,  several  rotavirus  group/  species  have  been
identified  in  mammalian  and  avian  host  species  viz.  human,
cattle, goats, pigs, rat, sheep, chicken and turkey, dogs, juvenile
ferrets,  cats,  horses,  non-human primates,  antelope, guanaco,
vicuna, bat, mouse, rabbit, giant panda, camelids to name a few
[12 - 16]. A classification system has recently been developed
for  RVA  in  which  all  the  11  genomic  RNA  segments  are
involved  [17].  High  diversity  has  been  noted  in  RVA  than
other  RVs.  For  example,  in  RVA,  at  least  36  G  and  51  P
genotypes have been recognized in both mammalian and avian
species  on  the  basis  of  differences  in  VP7  and  VP4  gene
sequences,  respectively  (https://rega.kuleuven.be/cev/  viral-
metagenomics  /virus-classification/rcwg).  For  each  genome
segment, various genotypes have been demarcated based on the

nucleotide identity cut-off percentages. For the assessment of
entire RV genomes, a nomenclature has been assigned in which
the  notations  Gx-P[x]-Ix-  Rx-Cx-Mx-Ax-Nx-Tx-Ex-Hx  are
used  for  the  VP7-VP4-VP6-VP1-VP2-VP3-NSP1-NSP2-NS
P3-NSP4-NSP5/6 encoding genes, respectively. This system of
virus  classification  is  an  expended  scheme  of  virus  char-
acterization  and  now  is  almost  the  way  head  to  replace
previous genotype-based system targeting only RV genes VP4,
VP7,  VP6,  and  NSP4.  Complete  genome  exploration  has
augmented  our  knowledge  based  on  the  similarity  between
animal and human RVs, which has highlighted the significance
of a common nomenclature for both animal and public health.
The Rotavirus Classification Working Group (RCWG) worked
to maintain, assess, and improve this system [17] (Table 1).

Table 1. The list of rotavirus groups/ species identified as
on date with different host species.

Rotavirus Groups/ Species Host Species Reference
RVA Humans [18]
RVB Pigs [19]
RVC Pigs [20]
RVD Turkey [21]
RVE Pigs [22]
RVF Chicken [23]
RVG Chicken [23]
RVH Pigs [24]
RVI Dogs [9]
RVJ Bats [25]

1.3.  Interspecies  Transmission,  Reassortments  and
Zoonoses

The  competence  of  virus  replication  in  different  host
species  is  one  of  the  important  factors  establishing  the
emergence of new viral mutants. The virus and host interact in
a complex way. The virus-host restriction evolved during the
coevolution  of  host  and  pathogen.  The  pathogen  overcomes
many  hurdles  in  the  replication  process  by  adapting  several
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molecular  alterations  [26].  Nonetheless,  majorly  interspecies
transmission  events  are  dead-end,  but  a  few  of  the  viral
variants  adapt  to  new  host  species  and  facilitate  continuous
spread.  Emerging  viruses  exhibit  higher  inter-species  trans-
mission capacity as they possess RNA genomes and a higher
rate of mutation in them facilitates adaptation to a new host.

The  segmented  genome  of  RV  allows  reassortment
(exchange  of  gene  segments)  where  unique  strains  emerge
possessing  novel  genomic  constellation  of  virus  genes  taken
from  two-parent  RV  strains  (common  in  human-animal
strains).  Although,  RVs  have  a  preference  for  the  selective
host, on several occasions’ cross-species spread has also been
foretold  [17,  27  -  32].  Lately,  new  genotypes  have  been
described in a variety of animal species having multiple host
origin [33]. The underlying mechanisms of RV diversification
consist of either accumulation of single point mutations, gene
recombination,  rearrangement,  and  notably  reassortment.
Outwardly, RVs crossing the host species barrier remain weak
to infect or spread in a new host. However, on attaining new
genomic segments, these virus strains gather higher chances to
infect and spread amid the new host population. A schematic
representation  of  different  animal  rotavirus  A  (RVA)  geno-
types sporadically reported in humans is given in Fig. (2).

Recently,  a  report  from  Thailand  reveals  porcine-like
characteristics  of  two  human  RVA  strains  supporting  the
hypothesis  that  pigs  play  an  important  role  as  a  source  or
reservoir  for  a  novel  and  newly  adapted  porcine  RVAs
transmission  to  the  human  population  [34].  Alike,  whole
genomic G10P [14] strain from diarrhoeic child appeared to be
of  artiodactyl  origin  support  bovine-to-human  interspecies
transmission  of  RVA  strains  [35].  Notably,  a  phylogenetic
analysis  of  human  RV  strain  shown  that  all  the  11  genes

seemed  of  porcine  origin  [36],  confirming  adaptation  of
porcine RVA to humans. Complete genome analysis of porcine
RVA  (G5P  [13])  from  the  Caribbean  region  shown  that
porcine-to-simian  interspecies  transmission  of  RVAs  [37].
Whole-genome  analysis  of  human  and  porcine  RVA  (G9P
[19]) provides evidence for interspecies transmission of non-
reassorted porcine RVA [38]. Research findings from the USA
indicated the possibility of a human RVA (G14P [24]) strain
origin by interspecies transmission and multiple reassortment
events involving human, bovine and equine RVs, resulting in
the introduction of some genes into the genome of simian RVs
[39].

The  listing  of  diseases  of  zoonotic  nature  is  on  increase
globally and several putative risk factors have been identified
including urbanization, deforestation, altered population dyna-
mics, immune pressure, mutations / genetic changes, etc. The
impact  of  such  diseases  is  more  on  socioeconomic  weaker
sections,  particularly  from  developing  nations  of  the  world.
The higher interaction of humans with animals including farm
or  per/companion  animals,  could  also  lead  to  interspecies
transmission  of  such  pathogens.  Both  anthropozoonoses  and
reverse-zoonoses (zoo-anthroponotic) are well noted these days
in rural as well as urban areas. The RVs are not an exception
and at the same time, animal RVs are considered as potential
reservoirs  for  genetic  exchange  with  human  RV  strains.
Several  reports  confirm  that  RVs  of  animal  origin  infect
humans  via  the  direct  spread  of  the  animal  virus  strain  or
through gene reassortment of one or more genes of animal RV
strain with a co-infecting human strain of RVs. The zoonotic
potential  of  RVAs  has  important  implications  for  under-
standing the human RV epidemiology. The diversity of RVs in
any  host  species  is  readily  refreshed  by  independent  inter-
species transmission events at any geographic location,

Fig. (2). Schematic representation of different animal rotavirus A (RVA) genotypes found humans: This image represents the sporadic reports of few
animal origin genotypes, which have also been reported in humans confirming the zoonotic events in RVA. Although these genotypes are of low
epidemiological relevance to humans, but due to the direct transmission and transmission coupled with reassortment has led to the acquisition of
animal origin RVA strains.
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coupled  with  the  global  transmission  of  the  adapted  virus
strain. Thus, elimination of RV infections through vaccination
and other human-targeted involvements is unlikely due to the
large number of host species whose homologous RVs and gene
pools  are  available  in  the  human  host  [27,  29].  Entirely
zoonotic strains are rarely detected in surveillance studies of
human RV infections [40]. Zoonotic transmission together with
reassortment is a more efficient means for introduction of new
antigen  specificities  to  which  humans  are  immunologically
naive. During the 1990s, an introduction of G9 VP7 specificity
from an animal,  most  likely the porcine host  is  an important
example [41, 42]. Reassortants carrying a single or few animal-
origin  genes  within  a  genetic  background  typical  of  human
rotavirus  strains  may be  more  transmissible  in  the  new host.
Reverse zoonosis has been well documented in rotaviruses now
where human origin rotavirus strains share a few of the genetic
segments  with  animals.  Recently,  human  origin  G1  and  G9
rotavirus types are detected in bovine calves [2].

1.4. Bats as Reservoirs

Bats are identified as a major link between new zoonotic
pathogens identified during the last two decades, particularly.
Although  the  majority  include  viral  zoonoses,  the  pointing
examples  of  recent  past  are  Severe  Acute  Respiratory
Syndrome (SAARS)  and  Middle  East  Respiratory  Syndrome
(MERS) coronaviruses, Nipah virus, Ebola, and Hendra virus.
The close  vicinity  of  humans and animals  delivers  sufficient
junctures for cross-species transmission and zoonotic events to
happen  thereto.  Bats  encompass  near  to  one-fourth  of  the
known terrestrial mammals species (~5,500). Other than close
social interfaces, bats possess several other unique allures, such
as  longevity,  migratory  activity,  large  and  dense  roosting
communities, that augment their role to enable virus evolution
[43].  Several  research  finding  opines  towards  reassortment
between  human,  animal,  and  bat  RVs.  Furthermore,  the
identification  of  new  RV  species/groups  in  bats  clearly
indicates  the  concern  of  this  mammalian  host  species  in  RV
ecology [44]. Notably, it is posited that several viruses utilize
conserved  mammalian  cellular  receptors  and  biochemical
pathways  available  in  bats,  thereby  transmit  to  other
mammalian hosts, including humans [45]. However, still little
information  is  available  on  bat  biology  and  risk  factors
associated with the spillover of  viruses across species.  Thus,
there is a need to interrogate thoroughly the potential role of
wildlife animals as a passive carrier of the RVs, leading to the
emergence of virus variants having a higher capacity to infect
and spread in susceptible or naïve population.

1.5. Epilogue and Perspectives

Since  the  first  description  of  RV  in  human  specimens
during the early 1970s, the list of host species inflicted by RVs
of different types/ species has expanded many folds. The RV
infections  have  been  documented  in  humans,  livestock  farm
animal species, companion animals including poultry, wildlife
animals  and  marine  species  too.  The  virus  spillage  from  the
preferential gastrointestinal tract site to other organs of the host
including  the  brain,  liver,  and  spleen  intimidates  and  raises
many questions for  the researchers  across the globe over  the
past  few  years.  The  RVs  are  among  the  most  unstable  and

frequently mutating viruses due to deficient RNA polymerase
gene  proofreading  activity  and  it  further  accommodates  the
phenomenon of recombination/gene segment exchange, repro-
ducing  new  genetic  variants  in  the  environment.  The  virus
rigidity resist the adverse environment through which it passes
after  entering  the  oral  route  cavity  and  reaching  the  site  of
replication in the intestinal mucosa. Through the passage in the
gut, its interaction with commensal bacteria is least explored in
terms  of  generating  co-infections  and  recombinations.  It  has
been observed that the population of RNA viruses accumulates
through binding to the cell wall of bacterium and upsurges the
recombination  of  genetic  material.  The  role  of  bacterial
lipopolysaccharides on a number of viruses including polio has
been  explicated.  Furthermore,  reoviruses  adhere  to  Gram’s
negative and positive bacterial populations utilizing their outer
layered cellular constituents and found to augment the thermal
tolerance  of  the  virus.  The  control  of  the  evolving  rotavirus
infection in both humans and animals is dependent on regular
monitoring of newly emerging viruses by effective diagnosis
and  typing  methods  [46  -  48]  along  with  effective  vaccines.
Also, mixed infection along with RVs other emerging enteric
dsRNA  viruses  have  been  also  detected  several  times  as
opportunistic  infection  [49].  Still,  there  are  a  few  primary
questions to work upon, including the generation of trillions of
infectious rotavirus particles per gm of stool specimen during
acute infections, and mechanisms that are divulging these virus
particles  more  contagious.  A  few  of  these  queries  can  be
resolved  through  exploring  the  viral  ecological  and  evolu-
tionary  progressions.
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